BRIDGES LEEUWARDEN
the 11th Annual Bridges Conference
Mathematics, Music, Art, Architecture, Culture

Stenden University Netherlands (CHN)
Leeuwarden, Native Town of M.C. Escher
July 24-28, 2008
July 29 Mathematical Art Public Activity Day

PROCEEDINGS
The conference will feature presentations of regular, plenary, and short papers, as well as several teacher workshops. The program for the conference is composed from a combination of submitted and invited presentations. The Conference plans to distribute the refereed Proceedings at the conference.

VISUAL ART EXHIBIT
The Exhibition of Mathematical Art is a highlight of the Bridges Conference. This year, the work of more than 60 artists will be represented. This group includes people from diverse backgrounds, including professional artists, mathematicians, and teachers. The exhibition features metal, wood, and stone sculpture, computer art, beadwork, paper folding, quilts, paintings, etchings, and photography. Mathematical topics explored in the art include fractals, polyhedra, tiling, knots, non-orientable surfaces and hyperbolic geometry.

THE EXCURSION
The excursion takes the people to several monumental and historical churches built during the middle Ages that also are the exhibit place of artwork of several modern artists from the Netherlands and other European countries. The churches are located in beautiful landscapes surrounding the city of Leeuwarden.

PROGRAM 24.07 - 10.08.200
Istvan Orosz (H)      Church Jorwert
Yvonne Kracht (NL)    Church Schalsum
Ulrich Mikloweit (D) Church Boksum
Koos Verhoeff (NL)    Church Blessum
Rinus Roelofs (NL)    Church Boer
Oscar Reutersvård (S) Church Bears
Gerard Caris (NL)     Church Zweins
Elvira Wersche (NL)  Waalse Church, Leeuwarden

Exhibition The Perspective from Hans Vredeman de Vries (1527-16-06) in Leeuwarden (Tresoar and HCL)
More information: www.stichtingpassages.nl